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-- During this back-to-school season,

students across America will hear a

powerful message from Tony Hoffman

focused on the dangers of substance

abuse, the importance of mental

health, and the power of recovery.

Tony Hoffman, founder of pH Wellness

and a former BMX athlete who struggled with drug addiction and spent time in prison, has

spoken to over 500,000 students in the past decade.

As both a person in long-

term recovery and a coach

who took an athlete to the

Olympics, I'm living proof

that where you start in life

doesn't determine where

you can end up.”

Tony Hoffman

"I know my story resonates with students who may feel

lost or lack inspiration. My goal is to give them hope and

show them that the future is always brighter than you can

imagine."

Tony Hoffman's presentations cover topics like:

- Coping with anxiety, depression, and suicidal thoughts.

Tony shares his personal struggles and offers advice on

recognizing signs of mental health issues, speaking up to

ask for help, and developing healthy coping strategies.

- The dangerous spiral of substance abuse and addiction. Tony outlines how drugs impacted his

life, from the initial experimentation to full-blown addiction, and discusses how to avoid going

down the same path.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.tonyhoffmanspeaking.com/speaking
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- Learning from past mistakes and

regaining self-worth. Tony talks about

taking responsibility for your actions,

forgiving yourself, and realizing you're

worthy of a better life.

- Setting goals and believing in your

potential. Tony explains how dreaming

big gave him the motivation to turn

things around, even when his situation

seemed hopeless.

In 2016, 9 years after getting clean,

Tony accomplished his dream of

coaching BMX rider Brooke Crain at the

Rio Olympics. He aims to spread the

message that no matter how far you

fall, you can turn your life around. Tony

Hoffman has been featured in LA

Weekly, Risen Magazine, Complex

News, and more for his extraordinary

journey.

About Tony Hoffman: 

Tony Hoffman is a former professional

BMX athlete, addiction recovery

speaker, and co-founder of pH

Wellness Rehabilitation Center, and

owner of TonyHoffmanSpeaking.com.

After battling drug addiction and

serving time in prison, Tony achieved

sobriety in 2007. He speaks at schools,

conferences, and events across

America to share a message of hope

and empowerment. His story has

inspired people worldwide.

Tony Hoffman

pH Wellness

+1 951-262-8046

t.hoffman@phwellness.com
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